Elastic Environment of the Capillary Bed
vessels were studied under the microscope while the driving hydraulic pressure was varied over a range of from 20 to 200 mm Hg. It was found that the smallest (8-10 p) and thinnest vessels, the blood capillaries, behaved as rigid tubes. Such a high rigidity might be explained either by a high modulus of elasticity of the wall, or by some mechanism of support derived from the surrounding medium. The first alternative has been discussed extensively in the literature (see Burton 312 and Wiederhielm 4 ). The second alternative does not seem to have received any attention in the past, for we have not found any reference to it.
When one examines the structural relationship of the arteries and veins with the capillaries within the terminal vascular bed, it can be seen that, aside from obvious differences in size, the large blood vessels are discrete tubular structures, while the capillaries are imbedded in a gel, which makes up the connective tissue matrix. In effect they may be considered as tunnels in a gel lined by thin endothelial cells. The outer wall, or basement membrane, blends almost imperceptibly with the general tissue matrix. Thus the capillary may in effect behave as a tunnel in an elastic medium (the connective tissue gel) rather than a tube in a fluid. This structural difference in the outer environment of the vessels is relevant to the question of distensibility. It is a necessary consideration when the apparent rigidity of the capillary under differential pressure is examined in comparison with the distensibility of the arteries and arterioles. In this context, therefore, it seemed desirable to determine the elastic property of the mesentery proper and to consider its influence on the capillary vessels.
A gel is capable of transmitting shear stress in the static condition. A fluid cannot. Shear stress in a viscous fluid is proportional to the rate of change of the shear strain; the stress vanishes when the rate of change vanishes. In a gel, shear stress may exist even if the rate is zero. Hence, the simplest test, whether a material is a gel or not, is the static shear test.
One possible means of subjecting the capillaries to a measurable stress would be to deform the vessels in a thin transparent tissue such as the mesentery, using externally applied loads. Such measurements could be analyzed to determine the elastic properties of the capillary wall proper if the properties of the surrounding tissue were known. Fortunately, the mesentery in large laboratory animals such as the rabbit contains sizeable areas which are avascular but identical in all other respects to adjacent sections with a vascular supply. Hence a measurement of such an avascular area would provide the required basic information concerning the capillary environment.
The initial experiments were carried out on the avascular regions of the mesentery of the rabbit.
The mesentery of the rabbit was found to be able to resist shear very well under a static torsion test. It has a modulus of rigidity smaller than, but in the same category as that of the large arteries and veins. It has a nonlinear stress-strain relationship, with a strong tendency to harden at larger strains. It has a static hysteresis loop. These mechanical characteristics can be described in the language of macroscopic continuum mechanics. Such a description is presented in this article.
The interpretation of the over-all stressstrain data of the mesentery, and their application to the elastic behavior of the capillaries, must be regarded as tentative. However, we prefer to introduce the hypothesis that the medium in which the capillaries are imbedded is indeed a gel, with homogeneous mechanical properties; and to work out some consequences of this hypothesis. The symbols to be used are listed in table 1.
Mechanics of Capillary Bed
Let us examine the following idealized situation. Consider a uniform, isotropic, linear, elastic material characterized by a Young's modulus Ei and Poisson's ratio V\. If an isolated thin-walled tube of mean radius fl and wall thickness h is subjected to an internal pressure p ( fig. la) , then the classical infinitesimal strain theory of elasticity gives the following approximate expression for the rate of change of the radius with internal pressure:
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It is seen that two tubes having the same radius-to-thickness ratio (R/h) will have their dR/dp ratio exactly equal to R. In other words, the smaller the tube, the smaller is the rate of change of the radius with respect to changing pressure. The percentage change of radius per unit pressure, expressed in the ratio (-=-)/dp, however, depends only on the radius-to-thickness ratio:
-5 -5 ---p j (thin-walled tube), (la) *In this case the hoop stress is given by the wellknown formula cr = pBJh. Hence the strain e = o~ -r-E x -pR/Ejh, and the radial displacement AR = eR = pR 2 On the other hand, if a cylindrical hole of radius R exists in a medium of infinite extent with elastic constants E 2 and v 2 , and is pressurized by an internal pressure p ( fig. lb) , then the classical theory yields the rate of change of R with respect to p as follows :t dR _ 1 + i dp ~ E 2 dR
or: -=-j-= -p--(cylindrical hole). (2a)
Again the dR/dp ratio is smaller for smaller holes. The ratio of these two rates is:
Equation 3 shows that for the same medium, (E 1 = E 2 ), the rate of change of the radius with respect to the pressure is smaller for the hole than for the tube, in the ratio (1 + v) h/R. Since the Poisson's ratio v varies between 0 and 0.5, (and is equal to 0.5 for all isotropic incompressible materials), it is seen that the controlling factor is the radius-to-thickness ratio R/h.
When interpreted in another way, it can be seen that if a given capillary's distensibility is to be explained by regarding the capillary as a tube in a liquid rather than a tunnel in a gel, then we must have, on setting the lefthand side of equation 3 to be 1, the ratio:
In other words, the required Young's modulus of the tube wall material must be larger than that required of the tunnel wall; in ratio R/ [h Burton, 4 p. 73). Hence a nominal value of R is 4.5 X 1(H cm and the nominal ratio of R/h is 4.5. Direct use of these values in the formulas given above, however, will not provide an adequate representation of the elastic property of the capillary, as the following discussion will show.
It is generally accepted that structurally, a true capillary consists of endothelial lining cells encased in a basement membrane. A true capillary lacks elastin, smooth muscle, and collagenous fibers. According to the classical point of view, the capillary is a tube in a liquid environment. Since a liquid offers no resistance to distortion, all the elasticity must be derived from the endothelial cells and the basement membrane. The question arises, therefore, how do the endothelial cells derive their elasticity? The answer must depend on the nature of the cytoplasm inside the endothelial cells. Three different views are possible: (1) that the interior content is a liquid, (2) it is a solid gel, (3) it is a mixture, partly liquid and partly solid.
If the first view is correct, then the elasticity is derived from the cell membrane. Depending on the internal pressure, the following alternatives must prevail: (a) If the cell membrane does not buckle under an external load, then the cell membrane as a whole is effective in resisting the external load. In this case the appropriate value of h is the cell membrane thickness and not the over-all dimension of the endothelial cell. (b) If the cell membrane buckles under the external load, either locally or generally, then the buckled portion is ineffective in resisting external load. In this case the appropriate 'effective' value of h is much smaller than the cell membrane thickness. The buckling load of a shell structure depends on the geometric shape of the shell, the distribution of the external load, and the internal pressure. The branch of science that deals with the determination of the critical buckling load is called the theory of shells. It has a large literature and is a rather difficult subject. (See for example, Timoshenko 5 and Fliigge
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. Generally speaking, internal pressurization is the most effective method to prevent buckling. However, even in an unbuckled endothelial cell, if the interior is a liquid, only the cell membrane is the effective wall whose thickness represents h. Electron micrographs of capillaries indicate that the cell membrane represents a very small fraction of the total cell. Hence, if the interior of the endothelial cell is considered to be a liquid, the effective R/h ratio must be 10 to 100 times greater than the nominal value. On the basis on the first view, therefore, the observed rigidity of the capillary must be attributed to an inordinately high modulus of elasticity of the endothelial cell membrane.*
The second view assumes that the endothelial cytoplasm is a solid gel. The entire material is then available to resist elastic deformation. The entire endothelial cell may be treated as a solid building block. The cell dimension becomes an appropriate measure of the thickness h. Since the value of R/h is now small (of an order of 5), the computed value of the elastic modulus for the same apparent distensibility of a capillary will be one or two orders of magnitude smaller than that computed under the first assumption (liquid interior).
The third view assumes that the cytoplasm is heterogeneous, partly solid and partly liquid. This indeed is the current view of the *An estimate may be given as follows. Consider the experiment of Baez et al. 2 At a pressure of 100 mm Hg, or 1.36 X 10 s dyne/ cm 1 , the membrane tension in a capillary of diameter 10/x is 68 dyne/ cm. If the tensile stress is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the entire thickness of the endothelial wall, lp, then the tensile stress is 68/10-+ = 6.8 X 10* dyne/cm 8 . If the tensile load is assumed to be carried solely by the cell membrane and the basement membrane, each assumed to be 100 A thick, then the tensile stress in these membranes is 68/(3 x 100 X 10-8 ) = 2.3 X 10 7 dyne/cm«. Baez et al. could not detect any measurable change in diameter at the magnification used ( x 5 5 0 ) . At this magnification, they probably could not discriminate a change of 1 or 2fi. If we assume a change of lu, did occur, then the strain would be 1/10. Hence the Young's modulus of the membranes must be of the order of 2.3 X 10* dyne/cm* if the tube-in-fluid concept were accepted. Davson, 7 pp. 10-13). It is probably the more accurate picture.
In the discussions above, the medium outside the capillary is assumed to be a liquid. If this hypothesis is changed and the medium surrounding the capillary is considered a solid gel, the elastic response of the gel will then provide the rigidity to the capillary. Such a hypothesis is a natural extension of the concept that the cytoplasm in the endothelial cell is in gel form. Under such circumstances, the mechanical nature of the endothelial cells becomes relatively unimportant, because these cells may now be regarded merely as the lining of the tunnel that is the capillary.
Of the combinations of various hypotheses regarding the endothelial cells and the intercapillary space, the liquid-liquid hypothesis meets the greatest difficulty. In order for that hypothesis to be valid, the elastic modulus of the endothelial cell wall and of the basement membrane would have to be so high as to become improbable.t From the mechanical point of view, the gel hypothesis is more credible. It seemed worthwhile to examine this hypothesis more carefully, and to seek experimental evidence in support of the concept.
The avascular portion of the mesentery provides an ideal material to study the nature of the intercapillary tissue. It is a relatively uniform and large membrane which can be handled easily. If we were to impose a shear load on the membrane and to measure the corresponding deformation, the shear modulus of the membrane as a whole could be measured. The question how the shear stress is distributed throughout the thickness of the membrane arises once more, and the arguments used above for the endothelial cells may be repeated. Since a liquid cannot sustain shear stress, we must conclude that either the mesentery has a wall or walls of comparativetAs discussed above, the membranes would have an E value of order 2.3 X 10 s dyne/cm 2 , which is about the same as that of collagen fibres (1 to 10 X 108 dyne/cm 2 , see Bergel 1 "), or 40 times that of elastin (Bergelio), or 4 times (Wiederhielnr*) or 40 times (Bergel 10 ) that of small arteries.
ly high shear modulus, or that it is a gel throughout the thickness of the membrane.
In the analysis to follow, the latter assumption is used, and the stress distribution is regarded as uniform throughout the thickness of the mesentery membrane.
Structure of the Mesentery Membrane
The intestinal mesentery of the rabbit is a flat sheet 50 to 70 micra thick covered on its two broad surfaces by pavement-like mesothelial cells 2 to 3 micra thick. The tissue intervening between this sandwich of epithelium is filled with an amorphous gel, the ground substance characteristic of areolar connective tissue. Scattered throughout the tissue are bundles of collagen fibers arranged in a seemingly unorganized pattern. The interface between the general ground substance and the mesothelium contains a basement membrane of varying thickness (300 to 500 A) which blends with the connective tissue matrix. Many of the collagen fibers terminate against the basement membrane. The gel proper is morphologically unstructured except for occasional fine fibers of the reticular type. Estimates of the collagen fiber content of the mesentery on the basis of electron microscope cross sections yield a figure of 10 to 15* of the total volume.
The Torsion Test of Mesentery Membrane
Experiments were performed on the vascular mesentery of the rabbit. Since the mesentery is a thin membrane, loads were applied in the plane of the mesentry. One of the simplest of such tests is the application of torsion to a circular membrane, from which the shear modulus can be determined. In the present tests, a section of intestinal membrane was removed from the rabbit under urethane anesthesia. The tissue was rinsed in Ringer solution and an area free of fat and blood vessels was trimmed and draped over a circular platform of lucite. The membrane was carefully straightened and smoothed out and then clamped in position over a rubber gasket, leaving a central area 2.5 cm in diameter. A small rigid disc was accurately attached to the center of the mesentery using a special jig and Eastman Kodak adhesive 901. This made it possible to subject a ring shaped membrane to graded torsion. The force was applied in the form of a torque transmitted to the tissue by a suitable fine glass fiber attached to the center of the rigid center disc. It was then possible to impose a torsion by rotating the center disc relative to the rim of the segment of mesentery ( fig. 2) . By measuring the torque and the angular displacement, the shear modulus of the membrane was determined.
In practice, the top wheel A was turned through a small angle a 0 , and the angular displacement a was measured at the center disc. The outer rim of the test specimen was fixed. The angle a was measured by the deflection of a light slit onto a distant screen. The angle ao was calibrated by the same procedure with the test specimen removed.
The torque T imposed on the mesentery 
where (see fig. 2 The mesentery membrane responds to the torque T by an angular deflection a. Hence a plot of T versus a yields the load-deflection curve. A typical case is shown in figure 3 .
Under conditions where the stress-strain law of the material is linear, the T-a curve in general should be a straight line passing through the origin. Under a linear elasticity law only two possibilities may cause the T-a curve to deviate from a straight line:
(1) The second-order effect of the nonlinear kinematic strain-displacement relationship. (2) The buckling, (or "wrinkling"), of the membrane when one of the principal stress resultants becomes zero or negative. In our experiments, the kinematic nonlinearity caused by a rotation a which never exceeded 0.1 rad. is not large. It would have little direct effect on the T-a curve if the shear modulus G were constant; but it may have a second order indirect effect if G depends strongly (as it was found to be the case) on the mean normal stress which would be affected by the finite a.* Generally speaking, the kinematic nonlinearity effect is relatively small. The wrinkling of the membrane can be prevented easily by introducing a sufficiently large uniform tension in the membrane. If the tension is too small, the inset of wrinkling can be detected by a sudden decrease in the slope of the T-a curve as a increases. A mathematical analysis of the wrinkling of membranes is discussed by Mikulas. The analysis of the stress-strain law from *The influence of the tension in the membrane (which is largely uncontrolled but necessary to avoid wrinkling), will be evaluated and discussed below in the Analysis and Discussion sections. the T-ct curve can be done for each specific assumed form of the law. Let x, y, z be a set of rectangular Cartesian coordinates with the z-axis perpendicular to the membrane. Let cr m , (T y , <r 2 , T xy , T,J, r a denote the components of T y , <r 2 , T xy , T,J, the stress tensor and e», €" e., y xv , y^, y^ denote those of the strain tensor. In the planestress state (cr, = T^, = T n = 0), if a linear law is assumed so that: (6) where the constants E (Young's modulus), G (shear modulus) and v (Poisson's ratio) are related by the formula:
then it can be shown that:
G. (9)
where G = the shear modulus of the mesentery membrane h -thickness of the mesentery membrane a -inner radius of test specimen b = outer radius of test specimen. In the derivation of 8 and 9 it is assumed that the membrane is uniform, isotropic and of constant thickness, and that the stresses are distributed uniformly throughout the thickness. Note that the initial tension of the membrane does not appear in the formulae above. This is because tension and torsion of a circular membrane are uncoupled in the small perturbation theory.
Equation 9 shows that if a linear elasticity law holds the slope dT/da must be a constant independent of a. A plot of dT/da vs. a would have been a horizontal straight line.
To exhibit the constitutive nonlinearity in the elasticity of the mesentery, the slope •'Creep' factor Aa in degrees cumulated in a 2 min time interval is shown in parentheses dT/da was determined experimentally. Note that according to equation 5:
The corresponding increments of Acto and Aa were measured. Two typical sets of test results are shown in Fig. 4 . A complete listing is shown in table 2. In each case the slope AT/ Aa depends strongly on a.
A further indication of the nonlinear behavior is the strong dependence of the slope AT/Aa on the initial tension imposed on the membrane specimen. This is shown by the variation of the slope AT/Aa from specimen to specimen; the slope was larger for tightly stretched membranes, and smaller for loose ones. For a linear system such a variation should not occur because torsion and stretching are essentially uncoupled, as discussed previously. We should note that the mesentery in the normal physiological state is not unstressed. In fact when the membrane is cut from the animal it shrinks to a smaller size. Thus tension exists in the normal state. The Circulation Rtsemrcb, Vol. XIX, Augmll 1966 effect of such an initial tension is to increase the elastic modulus of the material.
Thus a nonlinear theory, although complex, is indispensable. An analysis based on a series of probable nonlinear stress-strain laws and on small strains is presented in the Appendix, the results of which will be briefly outlined in the succeeding paragraph. However, it may be useful to combine equations 9 and 10 to 
FIGURE 4
The
slope of the torque-deflection curve and the estimated value of the shear modulus of the mesentery. Both dT/da and G increase rapidly as the membrane torsion increases. Figures 3 and 4 are based on the same set of data. The scatter of the slope data is larger because of the necessity for numerical differentiation. The values of G shown here were estimated by linear theory.
obtain an estimate of the shear modulus G. Numbers corresponding to the equipment used in our experiment were: h = 58 -65fi, a = 5 mm, b = 12.5 mm. (11) A substitution of the values listed in equations 5a and 11 into equations 9 and 10 yields, with h = 61.5/t, the ratio:
or:
A scale for G is added to Fig. 4 in accordance with 12b. It is important to point out that this scale is meant to indicate the order of magnitude of G only, and is not an accurate measure since it is not based on the nonlinear theory.
The results based on a nonlinear theory will be presented in a later section.
Test Results
The test results are presented in table 2. For conciseness, only the data on the ratio A(«o~a)/Aa are presented. In the majority of tests a 0 was increased at an increment of 1 deg to a maximum of 10 deg, then decreased by steps to negative 10 deg, and finally increased back to zero. In some tests the maximum or the minimum value of a 0 were smaller than 10 deg; this fact is indicated by vacant spaces in table 2.
Creep occurred in a number of cases. When it was noticeable, the specimen was left undisturbed for a time interval of 2 min and the total increment of the deflection that was accumulated in this period was taken to be the value of creep. The creep values in degrees are listed in table 2 in parentheses at appropriate points.
The ratio A(a 0 -a)/Aa was computed with Aao = 1 deg. Table 2 offers the raw data. Smoothing technique was not used in the data analysis.
If it is desired to recover the experimental data on Aa, one need only compute: Aa = Aq 0
+ K
where K is the value of A (a 0 -a) / Aa presented in table 2. The value of a can then be obtained by a summation over Aa, starting from zero.
From column I of table 2 the T-a curve of figure 3 is constructed. The path of experiments is indicated by arrowhead in the figure. A hysteresis loop is seen. Note that the slope dT/da is increased upon unloading. In several other cases shown in table 2 very steep slope at the first steps of unloading was obtained. Figure 4 is a straightforward presentation of the data given in column I. The difference ratio A(a 0 -a)/Aa was obtained by numerical differentiation and was plotted at the end point of each a interval. This numerical differentiation of the experimental data exaggerates the scatter of the data. The shear modulus scale on figure 4 was deduced from equation 12b.
The thickness of the mesentery represents a factor which enters directly into the mathematical calculation of G. It is obvious that the precise thickness of the tissue will vary with the degree to which the membrane is stretched. Measurements of thickness were made optically with the microscope under a magnification of 80x focussing with the fine adjustment from the top to the bottom surface of the mesentery. The vernier reading could then be calibrated and converted into micra using materials of known thickness as a standard of reference. It is estimated that at most this method may entail an error of some 10%. Thickness values ranged between 50 and 65 micra when the tissue was draped over the lucite platform and fixed in position as in the torque experiments. The mesentery was found to be surprisingly uniform in thickness as estimated by 10 different estimations made at random over the surface of the specimen. A total of 10 mesenteries were measured and at least 4 to 5 readings were made in each. The average of all these values was then used in the calculations of G.
Analysis Based on a Nonlinear
Stress-Strain Law The experimental evidences discussed in the previous section show that the elasticity of the mesentery of the rabbit must be described by a nonlinear stress-strain law. To formulate a nonlinear law that may fit our data, we assume, in the case of a generalized plane stress and with reference to a set of plane polar coordinates r and 6, E (13) y«=~T r .
where G is a function of the stress invariants h,h,h.
G = G(h,h,h).
In the above formulas e r , c, y r* are the strain components which are assumed to be small, 17) 7i is the sum of the principal stresses; Z 2 is the second invariant of the stress deviations. h 2 represents the energy of distortion. The third invariant 7 3 may by taken to be the product of the three principal stress deviations; but, as in von Mises' theory of plasticity (see, for example, Fung, 0 chap. 6), Is will be ignored and G will be considered as a function of 7i and 7 2 only. The reasoning for setting a nonlinear stress-strain law in the form suggested above is discussed at length in Fung, 9 chap. 6). Equations 13 and 14 bear close resemblance to the theory of linear elasticity. The Poisson's ratio v will be assumed to be a constant. The usual relationship between the Young's modulus E and the shear modulus G, namely, E = 2 ( l + v)G, is assumed.
Let the membrane be of uniform thickness and be subjected to a uniform initial tension so large that wrinkling is prevented under a torsion test as illustrated in figure 2 . The external loading is axisymmetric. The shear stress distribution as a function of the radius is determined by the static equilibrium and is independent of the stress-strain law. For any assumed form of the function G(7i,7 2 ,7 3 ), the deformation of the membrane may be determined by an integration of the strain-dis placement relations.
In the Appendix the mathematical analysis of the problem for a set of assumed functions G is presented. The functional forms analyzed are: 
Comparison of the theoretical da/dT vs. T curve with the experimental data from test I. The theoretical curve is from equation A-52. The ratio da/dT is equal to [^a/\(a 0 -a)]/58.9 rad./gm-cm.
By comparing the analytic results with the experimental data, it was found that the equation 19, corresponding to m = 2, gives a satisfactory agreement. On applying to-our torsion tests, in which the initial tension cr r -cr, = o*o was not measured, and <x, =0, the shear modulus law, 19 may be modified by ignoring the contribution of <r 0 to h-Then it can be written as:
where fi is a constant depending on the initial stress, C2 is a dimensionless constant, and |T| is the absolute value of the shear stress.
The comparison of the theoretical predictions based on equation 21 and the experimental data is illustrated in figures 5 and 6, both referring to test I. In figure 5 , the values of da/dT-[Aa/A(ao-<*)]/58.9 are plotted against the torque T. In figure 6 , the torque versus a, the angular deflection, is shown. The trend is well predicted by the theoretical curve.
The values of /x and c?. computed from the experimental data are shown in Table 3 . It is seen that ft, which depends on the initial stretching imposed on the test specimens when they were mounted onto the test platform, varied widely over different specimens. In contrast, the variation of Co was not large. trinsic simplicity of the physical system (the mesentery or diaphragm material).
In the same token, if there exists no characteristic mean stress, and if /i(Ji) is an analytic function of I u then /i(7i) must be of the form:
so that C\ is dimensionless while I\ has die dimensions of stress. In odier words, if constitutively the material (mesentery or diaphragm) depends neither on a particular mean stress, nor on a particular shear, then the shear modulus should assume the form:
This intrinsically simple law should be checked in future experiments by controlled variations of h.
Discussion
The most important feature of tile results presented above is the nonlinearity and the order of magnitude of the shear modulus of the mesentery of the rabbit. If v = 0.5, the shear modulus G is equal to one-third of Young's modulus E. The values for G obtained in the present study correspond with tile lower end of the range of E cited by Bergel, 10 for the aorta and major arteries. Although the mesentery of the rabbit has collagen fibers, they constitute only a comparatively small percentage of the total structure (some 15% as based on electron micrographs). One should remark, however, that in order to compute the 2 ) for arterioles on the basis of relative volume composition alone without regard to detailed structural organization. Such a computation is of doubtful validity.
The values obtained for G in the present studies make it possible to calculate the distensibility of the capillary wall under the influence of a given head of pressure as was done in the experiments of Baez et al. 2 . If we consider die capillary as a tunnel in a gel, the change of diameter expected in Baez et al. The measurements made by Baez et al. 2 were made in a mesentery in a partial state of stretch. It is entirely possible that the state of stretch of the mesentery was such that a value of G about 1 kg/cm 2 was obtained. Then the expected change of diameter of the capillary is about lfi, which is about the limit for the microscopic observation.
Since the distensibility of a capillary in the mesentery will be inversely proportional to the shear modulus of the tissue, the 'rigidity' of the capillary should vary with the degree of stretch imposed on the particular test speci-men. As an extension of the studies of Baez et al. 2 additional experiments should be made of pressure-diameter relationships in capillaries of mesenteries allowed to relax completely, in a state of partial stretch, and under moderate tension. The vascular response should vary under these separate conditions with the vessels being most rigid in the highly stretched tissue.
In occasional experiments a phenomenon of 'creep' was observed, i.e., the tissue continued to deflect under a constant stress for 2 or 3 min. A maximal change of some 10% of the total deflection was encountered. In the majority of experiments no such creep was seen. Comparable phenomena have been recorded in experiments on whole arteries, and veins, as well as in isolated smooth muscle preparations (see Bozler 11 ). An accurate presentation of stress-strain relations requires the phenomenon of creep to be included. At the present level of quantization, however, no detailed consideration of the phenomenon is undertaken.
Hysteresis also exists in the sense that increasing and decreasing strain induced different stress-strain curves. As shown in figure 3 and table 2, the hysteresis loops are not very large. Tightly stretched specimens have smaller hysteresis loops, whereas loose membranes have larger hysteresis loops. The nature of the hysteresis would form another interesting subject of reseaxcrL Inasmuch as hysteresis exists even at static loading, the phenomenon should not be grossly described as the viscous effect without further investigation. In fact it has features rather similar to the plasticity of metals, such as the stiffening (higher tangent modulus) at unloading.
The scatter of the experimental data could be reduced by improvements in handling the specimens, in enlarging the recording scale, in sharpening the light image, in using narrower ring width, (ie., by choosing a closer to b, so that b/a is closer to 1), so that the shear stress variation across the width is reduced. The condensed data in table 2 are results of numerical differentiation of experimental data, which shows the scatter in the worst light.
However, it is obvious that future improvement is desired.
Conclusions
The elastic moduli (the Young's modulus and shear modulus) of the mesentery of the rabbit depend strongly on the stresses in the membrane. The moduli increase rapidly when either the mean stress or the principal shear stress increases.
The experimental results of the torsion test are best fit by a shear modulus G of the following form:
where G o , c 2 are constants, and 7,, 7 2 are the first and the second stress invariants. In the torsion experiments this reduces to the approximate form:
where \r\ is the absolute value of the shear stress. The constant \i. -G o + f, (Z t ) depends on the initial tension in the membrane, and therefore varies over a wide range from specimen to specimen. The constant c 2 is assumed independent of the initial tension. For mesenteries and diaphragms of rabbits tested, JX ranges over 215 to 1900 gm/cm 2 , whereas the nondimensional constant c 2 ranges from 5.60 to 11.0, with an average value of 8.23 and a standard deviation of 2.1.
On the basis of an apparent lack of a conceptual characteristic mean stress on which the material property must depend, the form of /i (7j) may be assumed to be linear in I t . Hence the proposed shear modulus law G = G 0 + c 1 7 1 -fc 2 (7 2 )*. which should be checked by future experiments. To obtain C\, or, in the general case, fi,(h), a controlled variation of h is necessary. Hence, simple tension and simple shear experiments should be performed even though they require more elaborate experimental setups.
Returning to the question of whether the blood capillary in the mesentery is a tube in a fluid or a tunnel in a gel, we obtain the following alternative results: (1) If the tube concept is accepted and if the interior of the endothelial cells is a liquid, then the Young's modulus of the cell membrane or the basement membrane must be about 230 kg/cm 2 or larger. (2) If the capillary is a tube but the interior of the endothelial is a gel solid capable of resisting shear, then the Young's modulus of the endothelial membrane must be about 6.8 kg/cm 2 or larger. (3) If the capillary is a tunnel in a gel, then the elasticity of the surrounding medium is responsible for the distensibility of the capillary. Our measurement of the shear modulus yields a value of G varying between 0.3 and 6 kg/cm 2 ; the lower figure corresponding to unstrained mesentery. These figures should be compared with the Young's modulus of collagen, 100 to 1000 kg/cm 2 ; elastin, 6 kg/cm 2 .
We do not wish to make an unequivocal statement as to which particular alternative of the three hypotheses named above is true. We cannot. We pointed out that the high modulus of the cell membrane estimated on the basis of the first hypothesis is open to question. We measured the elasticity of the mesentery bed. This single measurement obviously is not sufficiently definitive to enable us to select the correct hypothesis. Additional experiments are required. For example, the tube concept and the tunnel concept should lead to very different conclusions with regard to the buckling behavior of the capillary blood vessel under a negative pressure. Theoretical predictions can be made according to the three hypotheses and may be compared with experimental results. The lateral motion of a capillary in the mesentery when it is perfused by a high pressure fluid can be measured. The growth of capillaries in an embryo or in an injured tissue may be examined. To make a meaningful choice among three hypotheses, at least two additional types of independent experiments must be done. In contrast to the usual approach, <x z is not set to zero, because it is one of the easiest variables to control and vary in experiment. Assume a nonlinear stress-strain law of the following form:
APPENDIX
where G o and v are constants, and f is a function of the stress invariants l\, 1%: Let the membrane be of uniform thickness and be subjected to an initial tension so large that wrinkling is prevented in subsequent loading. Consider a torsion test as illustrated in figure 2. The circular membrane is clamped at the outer edge, and the concentric hub attached at the center is rotated through an angle a by a torque T. The boundary conditions are, therefore,
where u, v denote the radial and tangential displacements respectively. The relationship between T and a is to be determined. Let the displacements be so small that the system remains kinematicaUy linear, i.e., with the following strain-displacement relations in the case of axially symmetric deformation:
From A-6, we have the following compatibility relation on eliminating u:
The equations of equilibrium for an axially symmetric stress state are (see ref. 13 The function <f> must satisfy the compatibility condition A-7 which may be written as:
i.e., by equations A-2, r (cr To solve the problem we must integrate equations A-2, A-6, A-15, with G, h, I 2 from A-3, A-13, and A-14, and / to be specified. This is a very difficult task. To simplify matters we shall introduce another approximation by ignoring the dependence of G on <f>. The error caused by this step may be examined later, if one so wishes, by a process of successive approximation. Then: 
It is seen that in the linear elasticity theory the torsion and the stretching of a membrane are uncoupled. In other words, the shear stress T depends only on the torque, and the normal stresses cr r , cr, depend only on the normal edge displacements. If u B = u b = 0, then cr r , a, both vanish. This uncoupling is preserved even under the nonlinear stress-strain law specified by equation A-16.
If f(h, I 2 ) were not zero, the problem is not at all simple. However, the torsion experiment itself is so simple to execute and the equipment is so easily assembled that its merit must not be ignored. However, the simplicity of the torsion experiment is obtained only at the expense of a more complex analysis. elaborate and specialized equipments to handle such thin membranes as the mesentery under a finite strain. resemblance to the curves shown in figure 3 . The slope dM/da is infinite at the limiting curve:
1
. lib a = -~j arc tan -x-l rThus if the material obeys a nonlinear elasticity law specified by equation A-18, then in an experiment in which a 0 is increased continuously, one should ultimately reach a point beyond which a decreases with increasing cto. The purpose of our analysis is to determine the material constants G o , G ly G 2 . Since cr 0 ,~T Z + 1 (A-29)
. (A-30)
These formulas are applied to the experimental data listed in table 2. For the case of Test I, we obtain f ranging from 400 to 2000, and G 2 from 0.204 to 1.95 cm-1gm-instead of being constants. Similarly disappointing variations are obtained for other cases. We must conclude that the fitting is not good. The failure is caused by too large a value of G 2 ; so large that the stress-strain relationship, A-3, is not monotonic in the range of stresses in the membrane, which is unreasonable. Indirectly, this failure is caused by too strong a dependence of G on T. Thus it becomes natural to seek further improvements by reducing the influence of r on G. These formulas can be discussed in the same manner as in the case of trial function A-18, which is indeed the special case m = 1. When the experimental data were analyzed in the light of the above formulas, it was found that the case m = 2 yields the best agreement. Extraction of the material constant c 2 is rather easy in this case. We note that from Equation A-40, we have: the vertical intercept and the slope of that curve at T = 0. As a typical example, the experimental data from Test I are plotted in figure 5 . We note that with the pertinent constants a, b, G o , etc., intercept in figure 5 is Aa/A(cto -oc) = 1. 
